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VALEDICTORY CEREMONY
On 26 September 2021, the much-awaited
Valedictory Ceremony of VY-LEAP’21, an
event organized by The Young Leadership
Club, was held.
It was the last day of The Virtual Young
Leadership Program wherein the most
meritorious young leaders were awarded
for their hard-earned achievements and
the

consistent

performances

they

displayed throughout the session.

The

final

day

commenced

with

an

enchanting prayer followed by insightful
speeches of our Principal; Ms Deeksha
Khera, the President of YLC; Sinjini Singh,
the Vice President of YLC; Rahat Shuja and
Teacher-In-Charge of the club; Ms Anika
Faruki. This virtual event was graced by the
presence of Chief Guest; Mr Gurcharan Das
- a revered Indian author and the former
CEO of Procter and Gamble. He addressed
the participants narrating his personal story
which inspired him the philosophical view
of the difference between making a life and
living a life.
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The participants also had a riveting and
dynamic interaction with our Guest Of
Honor, Mr Shishir Hattangadi- Former
Captain of Mumbai Cricket team, who
shared his life experiences in regards to
leadership. The event also featured a
drama

performance

presented

in

collaboration with the Drama Club of
DPS Mathura Road which portrayed
leadership in a hilarious and creative
rendition of the unparalleled sitcom
All the participants were given a brief

“The Office”.

highlight reel of the whole event
held in the month of September
which

was

curated

by

the

exceptional Executive committee of
the YLC. Towards the end,the winners
of the Young leader’s Convocation
were declared through a captivating
presentation worthy of the victors.

A formal vote of thanks was delivered by our
esteemed Vice Principal- Mr Naveen Kumar
shortly thereafter. The ceremony ended with
a heartfelt speech rendered by the organizing
committee and the president. With smiles on
our faces and tears in our eyes, we bid adieu
to our special chapter in the history of the
YLC awaiting an even more dazzling future
for the young leaders it cultivated.
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